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SUGGESTED TO APPLY INTEGRATED STANDARDS FOR INTERNAL AND 
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Synopsis:  

According to KPMG’s latest survey, the majority of audit committee believes that the economic 
and political uncertainty are the biggest challenges they face. The <2015 Global Audit 
Committee Report> shows that among those who were surveyed, 52% of the respondents 
indicate that economic and political turmoil is the main factor affecting their business 
performance. Another 47% of the respondents believe that regulations and public policy cannot 
be ignored.  

KPMG’s advisory partner Lee Min On pointed out that this is also reflected in the status of the 
audit profession.  

“Although the target audience comes from different country, however in political instability, it 
also affect Malaysia.”  

Operating risk (30%) and network security (16%) are also among the list of challenges. The 
survey is conducted by Audit Committee Institute (ACI) which includes 36 countries and a total 
of 1500 auditors. In addition, the audit survey showed that in every four aspects of the audit 
committee members in place, there are 3 people who believes that their working hour has 
increased significantly. There are also 48% of them who believes that their work are more 
challenging now than before.  

KPMG’s managing partner Datuk Johan Idris said that “Due to the ever changing roles of audit 
committee as well as the increase of workload, therefore aside from the traditional audit work, 
the additional workload also causes increase in stress level for auditors.”   

European and American respondents believe that operational risk and network security are 
challenges which must be address at the moment. While Asian believe that the challenges they 
face are personal and business growth and development issues.  

“The Asian audit committees are clearly better than other region, which focuses more on talent 
management and development; whilst at such times where network security is weakening come 
the challenge faced by the audit committee.” 


